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ARGUMENT 

 

For a very long time, speech figures and tropes have been considered by 

many rhetoricians as being „accesories” or „ornaments” of discourse. Our thesis 

reconsiders this approach changing the force poles „pour la rhétorique classique, 

les figures permettent à l’énoncé d’avoir belle figure. Pour la pragmatique 

contemporaine, elle permettent surtout aux énonciateurs de faire bonne figure” 

(C.Kerbrat-Orecchioni 1994:57-71) aiming to demonstrate the capacity of speech 

figures and tropes of building discourse, thus being endowed with discoursive 

valencies „figurality leads us to the reason of discourse itself” (Jenny 1998:81). 

According to Liana Pop (1987:378), the concept of discoursive valence openes a 

dynamic perspective upon speech acts, and, as we all know, tropes are indirect 

speech acts, making their description possible from the point of view of 

connectivity. Our approach is sustained by the new perspective on discourse and at 

the same time by the occurence of new investigation fields: new-rhetoric, discourse 

analysis, praxematics, pragmatics, all these coming to prove the novelty of the 

debated issue. Along with the occurence of these fields, language sciences pass 

through a „resocialization” process (Rovenţa-Frumuşani 2005:8), „that focuses on 

three main issues: 

 setting mutual junction and fecundation spaces among the new 

rhetorics, discourse analysis and different pragmatic theories; 

 replacement of atomist corpuscles, prefabricated with authentic debates 

which update ethical, judicial and political dilemas; 
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 „rhetorization of linguistics” (F. Rastier) seen as an attempt to identify 

discoursive methods of expressing opinions, of briefing situations and 

of focusing on qualifications.” (R.Koren 2002:13–14 apud Rovenţa-

Frumuşani 2005:8) 

The perspective of our analysis is mainly pragmatic because we consider 

discourse as being a pragmatic unit that should be approached both as an 

enunciation, as a message, and as a process, structure and event. We couldn’t omit, 

considering them a necessity, several notable contributions in the field of rhetorics 

and stylistics, taking into consideration the complexity of such an issue and such a 

deep analysis. Our research will be practically reflected in a corpuscus of literary 

discourses in poetry, but also in prose. We will try to demonstrate that literary 

discourse implies a complex mechanism of making meaning effects, while speech 

figures and tropes have a decisive contribution to the construction of meaning, 

providing coherence to the discourse. At the same time, the same as pragmatic 

connectors, speech figures and tropes are meant to organize and orientate 

discourse, defining themselves as cohesive factors. 

Speech figures and tropes have a great functional impact on discourse, 

proving the quality of communication: „D’un côté, les figures contribuent au 

balisage et à la mémorisation des énoncés. D’un autre côté, par leur densité 

informative et par leur aptitude à concentrer des sens pluriels, elles illustrent le 

pouvoir de symbolisation du langage.” (Bonhomme 2005:259) 

Although we have chosen to justify our approach using literary discourses, 

we pointed the power of figurative that is always in action, even in literal 

discourses, our opinion being that there are no exclusively literal discourses or 

purely figurative discourses. 
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If in old rhetoric pragmatic dimension of figure focused especially on the 

persuasive aspect of discourse, our thesis reveals other methods of making 

discourse, achieved by means of figural: enunciation (refrain), argumentation 

(rhetoric anaphora, hyperbole, metaphor), narrative anticipation (complex image), 

concentration and focalization (chiasmus), explicity (epanode), repetition (rhetoric 

anaphora, refrain), development or progression (anadiplosis, spinning metaphor, 

complex image) etc. 

Discoursive expression of figures depends either on their stability or on their 

development in statement network. Traditional analysis have never focused on 

these aspects; on the contrary, our aim is to watch the contextualization of figures, 

along with their enunciative implications. 

Such an approach of figurative phenomenon creates on its turn, a different 

type of reading, pragmatic reading, in which the interpreter holds an active role, 

that of building a discoursive representation, starting from statements, from its 

finality and from its psycho-social representations. (Adam 2008:129) The reader 

becomes co-enunciator, thus rendering the reading an enunciative nature. 

Our thesis aims at demostrating that tropes and speech figures are always 

active in discourse, thus motivating our choice of pragmatic perspective (pragma = 

action). 
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Chapter I 

FROM RHETORIC TO PRAGMATICS 

 

In the first section of the first chapter (Discourse – from rhetoric to 

pragmatics) we presented the origin of the term „discourse” resorting to ancient 

rhetoric, because it is among the first evidence in occidental world of a thinking on 

discourse. Rhetorics used to be defined as a theory of efficient discourse, but also 

as an art of building up discourse, being a metalanguage or a discourse about 

discourse. (Barthes 1970:172-223) 

Also, we also sustained herein, pragmatic valences of rhetoric, taking into 

consideration the fact that it does not approach discourse only as a verbal statement 

(as a product), but moreover, as a process (enunciation). 

The main object of discourse, from the point of view of rhetorics used to be 

persuasion; that is why it has been considered that „rhetorics used to be a means of 

getting to the authority of verbal speech.” (Vanoye 1975-50) 

In this respect, we suggested the idea that, sometimes, ancient discourse 

used to be a means of survival, thus acquiring ontological function, but also a way 

of taking action as long as „to say” means „to do”. 

Due to the fact that the term „discourse” changed the initial meaning 

conferred by ancient rhetoric, getting different definitions according to the 

approach it has been given (socio-linguistics, psycho-linguistics, new-rhetorics, 

stylistics, poetic, text theory, discourse analysis ans pragmatics), we found 
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absolutely necessary to sum up these approaches, pointing out that all these share 

the status of discoursive practice event. (Benveniste 2000I:67-74) 

We also debated upon the controversy between the concept of „text” and 

that of „discourse”. 

In our opinion, discourse can be resembled  neither to speech (according to 

F. de Saussure), nor to an ordinary enumeration of phrases (stated by Z. Harris) 

and is neither a simple enunciation (E. Benveniste). We consider discourse as 

being a pragmatic unit and we think that it should benefit from an analysis and an 

interpretation that will point out its bivalent nature: statement and enunciation, 

massage and process, structure and event. Moreover, discourse analysis means 

both overpassing of phrasal level and context free pattern. The analyse we have 

applied on speech figures and tropes, along the 3rd and the 4th chapter, wholely 

reflect the idea we have stated above. This is the reason why, we hope that through 

the practical analysis we have achieved in the above mentioned chapters, we 

succeeded in bringing some contribution to the discoursive analysis of speech 

figures and tropes.  

As D. Rovenţa-Frumuşani (2005:9) used to point out, the different 

perspectives on the discourse have in comun both the interractive character of 

meanings and the actions taken in and through communication events, and also the 

contextualized and contextualizing character of discoursive interractions. 

As long as the term „discourse” sends us back to actual expressions of 

language, in the second chapter, we chose to make a short analysis of the locutor, 

of the referent and of communication situation, all these being its constitutive 

elements (Discourse – constitutive elements). Merging the theoretical efforts that 

were initiated by C.Bally, R.Jakobson, M.Bahtin and E.Benveniste, we came to the 
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conclusion that discourse is a product of linguistics information, but also of 

situational information, depending on the interraction and on social context. 

In the next subchapter (Types and genres of discourse), we raised the issue 

of different types of discourse, pointing out the existence of a variety of positions 

according to the criteria that were taken into consideration as a basis of the 

different approaches. Thus, we could identify traditional approaches (for instance 

Coteanu 1978), but also newer approaches, that are based on pragmatic elements. 

(Maingueneau 2007c:209) 

D.Maingueneau (2007c:209) states that discoursive genres are not steady 

forms that the locutor chooses in orde to „pour” his statement. Being a linguistic 

act with a high complexity level, a discursive genre is subjected to a whole 

assembly of conditions that are meant to activate more parameters: finality, partner 

status, adequate circumstances. 

Literary discourse, as a particular type of discourse, raises the issue of 

convention: „literature has its own set of conventions, a lot different from those of 

any other type of discourse.’’ (Ohmann 1981:198)  Thus, we dwelt upon the issue 

of literary convention, but also upon abstract discoursive instance, which is that of 

the transmitter and of the receiver of a literary discourse (in the subchapter Literary 

Discourse). These two are built up through discourse, both being meaning effects. 

While making up its discourse, the locutor integrates an image of „the other 

discourse”, the one that he lends to his interlocutor. The receiver of a literary 

discourse, described as „expectation horizon” is the one who builds up the 

coherence of literary discourse, thus becoming a co-author himself. Also, in order 

to decode a discourse, we have to take into consideration both context and co-text 

and most of all, all the other conventions that are specific to literary discourse, 

such as fictionality and transtextuality. 
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In the last part of chapter I (Literal discourse vs Figurative discourse) we 

raised the issue of the opposition between literal meaning and figurative meaning, 

pointing out the fact that classical rhetorics used to differentiate literal use of 

language from its non literal use, while several modern theoreticians (such as: D. 

Sperber and D. Wilson) state that there is no explicit difference between the two; 

there is only a continuos flow that goes from perfect literality to non-literality. 

As far as we are concerned, we cannot stick to traditional oposition between 

commun use of language (that is considered very clear) and a literary use of 

language (that would make it opaque); therefore, we think there are no exclusively 

literal discourses, idea that is confirmed by the assertions of D.Maingueneau 

(2007a:29): „in fact, the idea of a language that is ideally transparent for all things 

does not stand up; it cannot be applied not even on the most common discourse 

because ennunciation always leaves tracks in any statement; language can only 

designate by designating itself.’’ 

 

CHAPTER II 

CONCEPTS ABOUT  SPEECH FIGURES AND TROPES 

 

Second chapter begins with the opinions stated by several researchers 

(Cicero, Du Marsais, P.Fontanier, Ch.Bally, M.Bréal, T.Vianu, Lakoff şi Johnson) 

about the origins of speech figures and tropes. Thus, we showed that some authors 

find the origins of tropes in a shortcoming of the language that cannot cover in 

words all the objects and phenomena in nature (Cicero 1973:312-313), while 

others state that our conceptual organization about the world itself is based on 

metaphoric processes (Lakoff şi Johnson, 1985:16). 
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In time, two approaches on speech figures and tropes became distinctive. For 

most researchers speech figures are deviations from standard normatives of 

literality (such as Cicero, Du Marsais), while tropes are meaning substitutes (such 

as  P. Fontanier). 

Modern approaches of speech figures and tropes are based on new entities 

such as enunciation and discourse, a new attitude towards figural phenomenon 

being imposed. Thus, speech figures and tropes „make discourse more descriptive” 

(Ricoeur 1984:235), or, on the contrary, they infringe on conversational maxims 

(H.P.Grice 1975) or they represent ways of expressing politeness. (C.K.Orecchioni 

1994:57-71) 

We regard speech figures and tropes as pragmatical elements that can be 

analysed from the point of view of a unique discourse every time, a singular 

dispurse, a discourse that belongs to a subjective locutor .  

In the subchapter „Classification of speech figures and tropes” we pointed 

out the diversity of classifications, all of them being based on two typology classes, 

as M. Bonhomme states (1998:12-13): functional (figures are classified according 

to discourse motivations and effects), that, on their turn can be divided in 

psychologic, argumentative and aesthetic typologies, and structural typolgies 

(based on the components of discourse) that are ranged according to word form, 

the way words build up enunciations, meaning of words.   

We also showed that the distinction between speech figures and tropes 

occured at the same time with rhetorics, but it was put into theory later on, the 

focuse being mainly on tropes. Taking into consideration the object of our study, 

we decided to stick to traditional classification, which is also the most spread, and 

to make a difference between syntactic figures and semantic figures or tropes. 
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Taking notice of the fact that syntactic and semantic figures „rearrange” 

discourse, we found inevitable the approach on their functionality in discourse (in 

the subchapter Functionality of speech figures and tropes – pragmatic 

perspective). We pointed out that this functionality has a great impact on the whole 

structure on which discourse is built up: production conditions, interlocutors, 

purpose. The functionality of figures can be drafted more or less at the level of 

defining characteristics; it is their contextualization  in a particular occurence that 

determines discoursive efficiency (Bonhomme 2005). But this is the object of the 

following chapters. 

  

CHAPTER III 

         DISCOURSIVE VALENCIES OF  SPEECH FIGURES  

 

This chapter has a highly practical character and aims to demonstrate the 

discoursive valences of speech figures, their ability to call each other, thus 

enrolling in a wide action, more or less figuratively, the purpose of which is the 

discoursivisation. 

I shared the pragmatic perspective on the figural made by  M. Bonhomme 

(1998:7), who stated that "the figure is a marked discoursive form, free and 

measurable that strengthens  the meaning of the  statements." 

Because of its components’ codependence, syntactic figures (anaphora 

anadiplosis, epanode, chiasmus, refrain, enumeration) mobilize procedures of  

calling and anticipation on statements, which leads to a certain dynamism and 

discoursive meanings. 

Due to its cumulative capacity, the rhetorical anaphora emphasizes the 

communicating ideas, contributing to optimal reception. It may have the following 
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features: architectural and updating, because they render the discourse  cohesion,   

thematics and  progression, because it underlines the discourse keywords, and 

rhythmic, because it requires a certain cadence. Rhetorical anaphora gives some 

argumentative discourse („Romanţa automobilului” by G.Topîrceanu) or 

descriptive („Fulgii” by I. Barbu), covering parts of speech ( „Cuvȋnt” by  T. 

Arghezi) or it develops widely („Romanţa policromă” by I. Minulescu ; „Love” L. 

Blaga), sometimes on the initial anaphora  "weaving" the speech to the desired  

metaphors. 

Using a pragmatic analysis of rhetoric anaphora in various literary 

discourses, I noticed that it doesn’t make up discourse cohesion, because of its 

vector, but also the thematic coherence, due to the isotopic continuity. It also owns 

an oratory and prosody dimension, which gives it a mnemonic or charming 

potential, therefore a perlocutionary effect. In this case, it may be associated with 

the concept of "discoursive memory" proposed by J.J. Courtine (1981:9-127), as 

far as the aim of repetition is  to create a "memory effect". 

The main function of anadiplosis is the achievement of the linear thematic 

progression ( „Ghimpii” by  L. Blaga, „Ruga mea e fără cuvinte” by T. Arghezi). 

Supported by the refrain and enjambment („Lumina de ieri” by L.Blaga), 

anadiplosis aims to a chain effect and acts as an engine that facilitates the 

emergence of ideas, as support for related metaphors. 

Epanoda confirms the idea according to which "statements should not be 

treated as monads, but as a chain mesh dialogue" (1988:84 Angenot apud Rovenţa-

Frumuşani 2005:70) ( Primăvară by L. Blaga). 

Chiasmus is an „inversive” figure (A. Rabatel 2008:21-36) the cognitive 

function of which is subordinated to an informative and argumentative strong 

function. However, this discoursive figure has a focusing potential too   
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(„Morgenstimmung” by T. Arghezi), because it leads the discourse towards the 

poles it points out. 

Among the figures of repetition, one that is the closest to the semantic level 

is the refrain (the most developped form of parallelism). Being a type of 

recurrence, the refrain is the element of cohesion and coherence of discourse, with 

an echo effect. In our opinion, the chorus goes beyond syntax, as it becomes the 

worlds  semantic organizer discourse (eg. „Romanţa cheii” by I. Minulescu). 

Despite its conciseness, the enumeration can act the same as accumulation, 

thereby generating, either a descriptive discourse doubled by an expressive 

function  by introducing the speaker’s subjectivity (noun  enumeration or adjectival 

enumeration ) or a narrative discourse (verbal enumeration). 

 

CHAPTER IV 

DISCOURSIVE VALENCIES OF TROPES 

 

In this chapter, we aimed to demonstrate that tropes are  indirect speech acts  

which contribute to the construction of meaning, being able to ensure the 

coherence of discourse. Tropes, finding relationships, not entities, between the 

conventional sense (prediscoursive) and  the semantic content built (rebuilt) 

transmitter (discoursive), we explain why, in terms of semantic paradoxes appear 

to us, and reveals the pragmatic level mechanism in action by the literal and 

metaphorical stating  (1982 apud Măgureanu Dragoş 2000:167). For example, the 

metaphor is an act of discourse that cancels the code rules and sets new rules for 

functioning as a discoursive strategy. 

Beginning with Aristotle, a bibliography of over three thousand titles, the 

metaphor continued „to be the most luminous, more necessary and more frequent 
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of tropes” (Eco 1984:141). U. Eco shows that by a curious synecdochically the 

term metaphor indicated any rhetorical figure, in general: to speak of metaphor is 

to speak about the work of rhetoric in its complexity. To talk about the metaphor is 

to talk about  metonymy, synecdocha, symbol, archetype, myth, ritual, magic, that 

is, language, sign, significant, effect. 

Realizing a pragmatic approach to metaphor, I tried to illustrate its 

functionality in several literary discourses. 

So, we observed that metaphor performs in such a context, discoursive 

valencies, because its ability to generate discoursive continuity, having the power 

to summon and bind speech acts (speech organization through causality and 

metaphorical density in the voiculesciene sonnets ). 

Metaphor realizes in  ample syntactic constructions,  repetitive (enumeration 

type), the metaphorical juxtaposition of components, some updates are also based 

on subordination ( „Lingoare” by T. Arghezi ). But  the simplicity of  syntactic 

reports  is associated in  these extensions,  with the  sense initial contact or  with 

the appearance of some  real semantic attraction between the terms of the chain 

metaphor ( „Rada” by  T. Arghezi). Irradiating, the metaphor  „contaminates”  the 

whole language: the poetry itself can become extended metaphor. 

Hyperbole is one of the figures can be defined based on the enunciation of a 

principle of dialogue, on the basis that it is a discoursive strategy which requires an 

adherence point of view that seeks to address ( „Povestea lui Harap-Alb” by Ion 

Creangă). So, the illocutionary force of the hyperbole is related to its persuasive 

potential and the tension manifested of this increase argumentative character of the 

discourse. 

The complex image is a crowd of tropes, with co-extensive function, 

because it consists of a verbal metaphor the meaning of which is „fulfilled” by 
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comparison.  We consider the complex image as a discoursive  process specific to 

prose („Răscoala”; „Pădurea spînzuraţilor” by L.Rebreanu). This demonstrates 

once again that the  tropes are always in  „action” in discourse,  and this, in turn, 

takes its authority and power extracted from them. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

Far from being meaning ornaments to disguise an ontological  body  given 

by the significances, tropes and  speech figures they are a way of producing and 

interpreting meaning, with discoursive meanings. 

Figures of artistic language have an unequal character, and their value is 

given by the context in which they are used, the way in which they contribute to 

the expression of message communication: „Figures represent construction 

discoursive activated by  syntax entourage  and context”. (Bonhomme 2005 : 31) 

Tropes have an integrated  enunciative character, reaching both the rhetoric 

and the poetics with their classic subdomains argumentative elocution and literary 

aesthetics. 

Taking  into account the  language of mathematics, we say that the discourse 

is not discourse plus figures, but figures are  discourse or  figures give discourse. 

Therefore, we believe that tropes and figures can exist in non-discoursive texts 

(Jenny 1999), their function being to make discourse occur. 

On the other hand, figures and tropes can be included in those instruments of 

discourse which ensure consistency and cohesion, moreover, it establishes  it as a 

pragmatic entity. If these instruments, such as pragmatic connectors which give the 

meaning of discourse and organize it, then the phenomenon can be framed  in  their 

subclasses. 
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